Abstract: Digital elevation models (DEMs) are an important information source for spatial modeling. However, data voids, which commonly exist in regions with rugged topography, result in incomplete DEM products, and thus significantly degrade DEM data quality. Interpolation methods are commonly used to fill voids of small sizes. For large-scale voids, multi-source fusion is an effective solution. Nevertheless, high-quality auxiliary source information is always difficult to retrieve in rugged mountainous areas. Thus, the void filling task is still a challenge. In this paper, we proposed a method based on a deep convolutional generative adversarial network (DCGAN) to address the problem of DEM void filling. A terrain texture generation model (TTGM) was constructed based on the DCGAN framework. Elevation, terrain slope, and relief degree composed the samples in the training set to better depict the terrain textural features of the DEM data. Moreover, the resize-convolution was utilized to replace the traditional deconvolution process to overcome the staircase in the generated data. The TTGM was trained on non-void SRTM (Shuttle Radar Topography Mission) 1-arc-second data patches in mountainous regions collected across the globe. Then, information neighboring the voids was involved in order to infer the latent encoding for the missing areas approximated to the distribution of training data. This was implemented with a loss function composed of pixel-wise, contextual, and perceptual constraints during the reconstruction process. The most appropriate fill surface generated by the TTGM was then employed to fill the voids, and Poisson blending was performed as a postprocessing step. Two models with different input sizes (64 × 64 and 128 × 128 pixels) were trained, so the proposed method can efficiently adapt to different sizes of voids. The experimental results indicate that the proposed method can obtain results with good visual perception and reconstruction accuracy, and is superior to classical interpolation methods.
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1. Introduction

Digital elevation models (DEMs) are important sources of fundamental geospatial data [1,2] and play a significant role in research fields as diverse as water resources and hydrology [3], agriculture [4], geomorphology [5,6], and glaciology [7]. With the rapid development of remote sensing and photogrammetry technologies, the ability to obtain DEM data has been increasingly enhanced [8, 9]. Currently, there are abundant public DEM data products covering most of the world’s land areas, and they provide important topographical information for geoscience-related research [10–14]. However, the quality of DEM data is inevitably affected by the limitations of observation technology and terrain conditions involved in the process of DEM acquisition and production. The quality of commonly used DEM products, such as Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) [12], Advanced Spaceborne
Thermal Emission and Reflectance Radiometer Global Digital Elevation Model (ASTER GDEM) [14], and TerraSAR-X add-on for Digital Elevation Measurement (TanDEM-X) [15] are affected by a large number of voids [16], which need to be reconstructed before the DEMs are used in further applications. Therefore, it is of great significance to fill the voids in DEM to meet the high demands of various geoscience applied research.

Many studies have addressed the DEM void filling tasks. In the early stage of this field, interpolation algorithms were constantly employed to fill the voids in DEM data. Commonly employed interpolation methods include inverse distance weighting (IDW), kriging, and spline [17–19]. Reuter et al. [20] evaluated the void filling performance of multiple interpolation algorithms. Interpolation methods only use the neighboring elevation values to fill voids; thus, the performance is significantly limited by the size of missing areas. Generally, it is difficult for interpolation methods to obtain reconstruction results with accurate geomorphological features.

Multi-source fusion is another effective solution for the void filling of DEM data. With the supplementary information existing in the multi-source elevation measurements involved in this method, even large-scale voids can be filled effectively. Vertical biases in the void areas in different elevation models can be eliminated by using the fill and feather (FF) technique, in which a constant is added and a feather process is applied to mitigate the abrupt change at the void edge. The delta surface fill (DSF) method proposed by Grohman et al. [21] constructs the delta surface by computing the difference in the points bordering the voids from both the original DEM data and auxiliary data, and it can account for the vertical bias of the alternative surface. Luedeling et al. [22] proposed a more promising method based on triangular irregular networks (TINs), which was an improvement of the DSF method and could better handle the varying altitude biases between different DEM datasets. Scholars have also tried to introduce the concepts of image processing and geostatistics into DEM void filling tasks. Yue et al. [23] constrained the surface modeling by the geometric characteristics of the basic quantities of the surface and constructed a high-precision surface modeling model (HASM) that could be used to fill the voids in DEM data with auxiliary data. However, the main concern is that a reliable source of information is difficult to acquire in areas with rugged topography or indistinct textures.

Recently, the reconstruction of geospatial data using feature mining and spatial prediction by neural networks has been explored. The conditional generative adversarial network (CGAN) model was applied to the spatial processes of terrain data in the work of [22] and [23]; this model can guide the direction of data generation using auxiliary information. Zhu et al. [24] designed a CGAN-based deep learning architecture that could capture features of sampled spatial data for spatial interpolation. Dong et al. [25] filled SRTM void data using a conditional adversarial network model. Gavriil et al. [26] also employed generative adversarial networks (GANs) for the task of void filling, and generative models were trained with respect to different terrain types. Their results demonstrated the ability to utilize generative networks in the context of DEM. The previous works verified the feasibility of using neural networks to understand the spatial process. However, only simulated experiments were conducted in the majority of these works; thus, the characteristics of real-data voids were not sufficiently tested. Furthermore, the topographic information is not fully utilized in the existing deep learning-based methods.

To this end, this study aimed to establish a learning mechanism of the terrain textural features to fill voids in DEM. To obtain a void filling result that has similar spatial structural patterns to those of the real DEM data, the terrain texture generation model (TTGM) is constructed considering the homogeneity and heterogeneity of terrain textures. Trained by a large number of DEM patches with complex terrain textures in mountainous areas, the TTGM was able to capture deep features of the DEM data and generate data with terrain structural patterns. The terrain texture details of the generated data were enhanced by training the model involving topographic information, such as the slope and relief degree of land surface (RDLS), together with DEM data. Additionally, a loss function composed of pixel-wise, contextual, and perceptual loss was designed to constrain data generation during the reconstruction process. The proposed method was then employed to generate a satisfactory fill surface.
to fill in the void, followed by a postprocessing procedure to remove boundary artifacts. In addition, two models trained on different input sizes (64 \times 64 and 128 \times 128 pixels) were combined to efficiently fill the voids of arbitrary shapes.

2. Methodology

In this work, the voids in DEM data were filled using the proposed terrain texture generation model (TTGM) using the framework of a deep convolutional generative adversarial network. The auxiliary information contained in the global DEM tiles over a rugged topography was incorporated into the deep neural network to simulate the terrain features. The void data and the generated fill surface were then merged, and the neighboring information bordering the voids was used as a constraint. The workflow of the void filling method is given in Figure 1.

![Figure 1](image_url)  
**Figure 1.** Void filling processing scheme used for the present study.

2.1. Terrain Texture Generation model

2.1.1. Generative Adversarial Networks

Generative adversarial networks (GANs), proposed by Goodfellow Ian in 2014 [27], consist of two networks: a generator \( G \) and a discriminator \( D \). \( G \) takes noise as input and generates samples, whose distribution is hoped to be indistinguishable from the training distribution, while \( D \) receives both the generated fake samples and real training data and is trained as a classifier to distinguish data types. The training of \( G \) and \( D \) can be realized by min-max optimization:

\[
\min_{G} \max_{D} V(G, D) = E_{h \sim P_{data}(h)}[\log(D(h))] + E_{z \sim P(z)}[\log(1 - D(G(z)))] ,
\]

(1)

where \( h \) is a sample following the real data distribution \( P_{data} \), and \( z \) represents a random code of the latent space. The Adam algorithm [28] is usually the optimization method used to solve Equation (1).

GANs have made great progress in image generation and are widely applied in many fields, including image translation [29–31], text generation [32], and image inpainting [33,34]. However, in geospatial applications, the images generated by GANs usually suffer from problems such as coarse details, staircase effects, and low fidelity.

Deep convolutional GAN (DCGAN) [35] is an improvement of the GAN, and it can be used for feature discrimination and texture generation. The DCGAN model consists of a generator and a discriminator, both of which use the convolutional neural networks (CNNs) architecture. The main improvement in the DCGAN is its network structure. Some works [36,37] (e.g., Wasserstein GAN (WGAN), Least Squares GAN (LSGAN)) have mainly modified the objective function of the GAN, which also improved the stability of the training process and the quality of the generated results.

2.1.2. The Framework of the Terrain Texture Generation Model

Our primary goal was to obtain a model that can simulate the natural terrain textures of DEM data and retain the intrinsic three-dimensional topographic information. Therefore, we propose a terrain texture generation model (TTGM) based on the DCGAN to address the problem of terrain
texture generation. The TTGM was trained with the WGAN adversarial loss because the WGAN value function improves the stability of training and almost solves the mode collapse problem [36].

The main architecture of the TTGM is shown in Figure 2a. To fully use the terrain features, we calculated the slope and RDLS by using elevation values and put them all into the discriminator. The generator aims to capture the potential spatial feature distribution and generate terrain texture with similar patterns to those in the training data, while the discriminator aims to extract the features from the generated data and compare them with the training data.

The proposed TTGM was constructed on the basis of DCGAN with a symmetrically structured generator and discriminator. The visualization of the detailed structure is displayed in Figure 2b. A 100-dimension vector $z$, which is sampled from a Gaussian distribution, is the input of the generator. All sample data $G(z)$ generated by the generator and the data to be input into the discriminator have three channels, which correspond to the DEM, slope, and RDLS. The last convolution layer in the discriminator is flattened and fed into a single output.

The multiple layers of deconvolution in the generator cause a checkerboard pattern of artifacts in the generated image, as shown in the first row of Figure 3. To mitigate this, we replaced the standard deconvolutional layers with resize-convolution, which is a nearest-neighbor interpolation followed by a convolutional layer. This natural approach has worked well in the removal of checkerboard artifacts. Some examples are given in Figure 3 for visual comparison. The results in the first row have heavy
2.2. DEM Void Filling by Constrained Image Generation

In Section 2.1, we define the structure of the model. After the TTGM is trained with a large amount of DEM data with complex terrain textures, it can generate DEM data patches that contain terrain structural patterns to be applied to fill the voids in DEM data.

In addition to the external terrain data, the neighboring information is also significant for the reconstruction of a seamless DEM. We define \( M \) as a binary mask that has a value of 0 or 1. A value of 0 represents the parts of the image within the void region, while a value of 1 represents the parts of the non-void region. Here, \( z \) represents the latent code, \( G(z) \) denotes the corresponding generated DEM patch, and \( y \) denotes the original DEM data. Filling the voids in DEM data can be simply represented by the following formula:

\[
DEM_{\text{reconstructed}} = M \odot y + (1 - M) \odot G(z),
\]

where \( \odot \) denotes the element-wise product, \( M \odot y \) is the uncorrupted part of the data, while \( (1 - M) \odot G(z) \) represents the completed part that is used to fill the void. \( M, y \) and the generator \( G \) are all determined. The quality of the void filling result is determined by \( G(z) \), which depends on \( z \). Therefore, the process of obtaining a high-quality void filling result can be transformed into an optimization problem. Considering the context of DEM data and the useful data existing in void data, we designed a loss function to constrain the generation process. The most appropriate latent code \( \hat{z} \) can be formulated by

\[
\hat{z} = \arg \min_z [L_{\text{pixel}}(z|y, M) + L_{\text{context}}(z|y, M) + \lambda L_{\text{perceptual}}(z)],
\]

where \( L_{\text{pixel}}, L_{\text{context}}, L_{\text{perceptual}} \) denote the pixel-wise loss, context loss, and perceptual loss. \( \lambda \) is the weight of the respective loss term, and it was set to 0.1 in all experiments. The smaller the value of these loss functions, the more effective \( G(\hat{z}) \) is in filling the voids in DEM data.

![Figure 3. Visual comparison of digital elevation model (DEM) patches generated by the standard approach with deconvolution (a) and by the proposed approach with resize-convolution (b).](image-url)
2.2.1. Design of Loss Functions

Pixel-Wise Loss

The pixel-wise loss \[L_{\text{pixel}}\] emphasizes the matching of each corresponding pixel between the two images. \[L_{\text{pixel}}\] is defined as

\[L_{\text{pixel}} = \| M \odot (y - G(z)) \|_2. \tag{4}\]

The mean value of the pixels of the generated data close to the original data cannot account for the accuracy of the individual pixel value. Hence, the spatial patterns of the generated data may be blurry or smooth when only the pixel-wise loss is adopted. Therefore, context loss and perceptual loss were also utilized to improve the quality of the generated data.

Context Loss

For DEM data of a fixed size, the larger the void, the less the remaining available data; thus, it is worth considering how to make full use of the remaining data in the non-void region. The pixel-wise loss calculates the \(l_2\)-norm between the uncorrupted portion of \(G(z)\) and \(y\); however, treating each pixel equally may not be the most appropriate approach. A void filling result with more detailed textures can be obtained by paying more attention to the data close to the void region. If the weight of a pixel in an uncorrupted region is positively correlated with the number of void pixels around it, then the farther from the void region, the smaller the pixel weight. A \(9 \times 9\) window is used to traverse the DEM data. Then, the weight matrix \(W\) can be expressed as follows:

\[W_i = \begin{cases} \sum_{j \in P(i)} \frac{(1 - M_j)}{|P(i)|} & \text{if } M_i \neq 0 \\ 0 & \text{if } M_i = 0' \end{cases} \tag{5}\]

where \(W_i\) denotes the weight at pixel location \(i\), \(P(i)\) refers to the set of neighbors of pixel \(i\) in a local window, and \(|P(i)|\) represents the number of all pixels on it. \(M_i\) is the value of pixel \(i\) in the binary mask \(M\).

Given the robustness of the \(l_1\)-norm, a spatial-weighted context loss function with respect to the relative features of the surrounding uncorrupted regions is constructed and defined as follows:

\[L_{\text{contextual}} = \| W \odot (G(z) - y) \|_1. \tag{6}\]

Perceptual Loss

The pixel-wise loss and context loss quantify the difference between the generated data and original data. However, the generated data may not guarantee continuity with the original DEM data within the void region when the loss value is minimal. The discriminator is trained to distinguish the true data from generated fake data to obtain generated data in which the qualitative result is close to the original DEM data. We designed a perceptual loss to penalize implausible generated data:

\[L_{\text{perceptual}} = \log(1 - D(G(z))). \tag{7}\]

2.2.2. Seamless Blending

Backpropagation on the defined total loss function in Equation (3) is used to update \(z\), and the closest \(\hat{z}\) can eventually be found and applied to generate \(G(\hat{z})\). Although the generated DEM data patch has similar spatial structural patterns to those in the original DEM data, there is still a vertical deviation between them, in which case, filling the void directly with \(G(z)\) forms a breaking trace at the edge of the seam line. In this study, we adopted the Poisson fusion algorithm [42] for the seamless blending of the data to be filled and the generated filling source. A smooth transition
of the reconstruction result at the void boundary was ensured by constructing a gradient Poisson correction equation:

$$\hat{x} = \arg \min_{x} \| \nabla x - \nabla G(\hat{z}) \|_2^2, \text{ s.t. } x_i = y_i \text{ for } M_i = 1,$$

(8)

where $\hat{x}$ represents the final solution, $x_i$ equals $y_i$ at the uncorrupted region of the original DEM data, and $\nabla$ denotes the gradient operator. Two void filling results are shown in Figure 4. It is clear that the merged result (Figure 4d) shows smoother transitions over the boundary of the voids than the directly filled data (Figure 4c).

![Figure 4. Void filling results with and without blending. (a) Original DEM data; (b) void data; (c) void filling results without blending; (d) void filling results with blending.](image)

3. Experiments

3.1. Data Description and Evaluation Metrics

We selected the 30 m resolution SRTM-1 global data to conduct exploratory experiments on the proposed method. In order to train the model to capture complex terrain textures and to prevent the model from over-memorizing and overfitting, we selected the training data from four representative mountainous areas around the world: the Rocky Mountains, the Andes, the Atlas Mountains, and the Kunlun Mountains, as shown in Figure 5. The trained model was then applied to the reconstruction of global void tiles. A total of 40 $1^\circ \times 1^\circ$ SRTM-1 DEM tiles were selected in these areas, with the terrain elevations ranging from 104 to 8583 m. Each tile is composed of 3601 × 3601 pixels.

The selected DEM tiles were divided into 70,000 64 × 64 pixel patches and 50,000 128 × 128 pixel patches. The pixel patches were distributed so that 70% formed the training set, and 30% formed the test set. For each piece of data, a moving 3 × 3 window (Figure 6a) was employed to traverse it. The slope value at the central pixel $e$ can be calculated by the algorithm proposed in [43]:

$$\text{Slope} = \arctan \sqrt{\text{Slope}_{we}^2 + \text{Slope}_{snr}^2},$$

(9)

$$\text{Slope}_{we} = \frac{(e_8 + 2e_4 + e_5) - (e_7 + 2e_3 + e_6)}{8 \times \text{Gridsize}},$$

(10)

$$\text{Slope}_{snr} = \frac{(e_7 + 2e_4 + e_8) - (e_6 + 2e_2 + e_5)}{8 \times \text{Gridsize}},$$

(11)
where Gridsize denotes the spatial resolution of the DEM data, Slope_{ex} and Slope_{ev} are the calculation results of the slope in the horizontal direction and vertical direction, respectively, and Slope refers to the final slope value at the local point e.

Figure 5. Study areas for the DEM void filling method; Subregion A is the Rocky Mountains; Subregion B is the Andes; Subregion C is the Atlas Mountains; Subregion D is the Kunlun Mountains.

Figure 6. Construction of training dataset. (a) The 3 × 3 moving window; (b) calculation results of the slope and RDLS.

The value of RDLS at the central pixel e is calculated by the following formula:

\[ R = e_{\text{max}} - e_{\text{min}}, \]

where \( e_{\text{max}} \) and \( e_{\text{min}} \) are the maximum and minimum elevation values in the window, respectively. In addition to the DEM patches, the slope and RDLS were also incorporated to construct the training dataset, which is displayed in Figure 6b.

For a thorough evaluation of the performance of the proposed method, four types of artificially created voids were used to construct the test data in the simulated experiments. An example is shown in Figure 7.
where $x$ and $y$ are the DEM data generated by the neural network and the original DEM data used for reference; $\mu_x$ and $\mu_y$ are the mean of $x$ and $y$; $\sigma_x^2$ and $\sigma_y^2$ are the variance of $x$ and $y$; $\sigma_{xy}$ is the covariance of $x$ and $y$; $c_1 = (K_1L)^2$ and $c_2 = (K_2L)^2$; $K_1 = 0.01$, $K_2 = 0.03$; and $L$ is the dynamic range of pixel values.

3.2. Simulated Experiments

3.2.1. Void Filling of Simulated Real Pattern Voids

Given the varying sizes and shapes of the real data voids, the TTGMs were trained with two sizes of input patches ($64 \times 64$ and $128 \times 128$); the two models are designated TTGM64 and TTGM128. The two models were applied to randomly selected void data patches of two sizes, 150 of each, and the quantitative results are given in Table 1. The visual results of 16 void-filled data patches are displayed in Figure 8. The original DEM data were used as a reference for accuracy evaluation. The quantitative accuracy of TTGM128 is relatively low because there is generally a larger number of missing pixels in the $128 \times 128$ data. Both models obtained results with high SSIM values, which indicate that the
The proposed method is capable of generating natural terrain textures. It can be clearly seen that the generated data (in Figure 8c) are highly similar to the original DEM when the void area is relatively small. Even if the void area accounts for more than 50%, the generated data remain highly consistent with the original DEM in terms of the texture structural patterns. The seamless void-filled results show good visual fidelity, as illustrated in Figure 8d.

Table 1. Quantitative results of TTGM64 and TTGM128.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unit: m</th>
<th>ME</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>MAE</th>
<th>RMSE</th>
<th>SSIM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TTGM64</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>18.81</td>
<td>15.22</td>
<td>20.21</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTGM128</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>22.99</td>
<td>17.18</td>
<td>24.02</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8. Void filling results of TTGM64 and TTGM128, indicating the trained TTGMs with two sizes of input patches (64 × 64 and 128 × 128). (a) The original DEM data; (b) test data with real type voids; (c) generated DEM patches; (d) void filling results.

In this section, we also investigate the relationship between the void area ratio and the accuracy of the void filling results. It is clear from Figure 9 that the correlations between the void area ratio and RMSEs are all positive in the two models, namely, TTGM64 (Figure 9a; \( r = 0.74, p < 0.01 \)) and TTGM128 (Figure 9b; \( r = 0.65, p < 0.01 \)), indicating that the accuracy of the void filling result decreases as the void area grows larger. The reason might be that as the void area increases, the information in the image is utilized less effectively; thus, the accuracy of the void filling results is significantly affected. Suppose that a void area accounts for 50% in a 64 × 64 data patch and that the number of void pixels only accounts for 12.5% in a 128 × 128 patch. In this case, it is more advantageous to choose TTGM128 for the void filling task. However, with a smaller size of input patch, it is easier for the model to learn the terrain texture structure during the training process. Therefore, in this set of experiments, the overall accuracy with which TTGM64 fills the void data is better. In this regard, we propose a multiscale void filling strategy in which the void tiles are divided into differently sized patches (64 × 64 or 128 × 128), depending on the sizes of the voids. In real cases, the constructed test patches are input to the corresponding model, and the obtained results are then merged into a seamless DEM.
while the red lines denote the reference river network extracted from the original DEM. The extracted fill results. In Figure 11, the drainage lines extracted from the void filling result are displayed in blue, and the number of void pixels for each segmented void was determined. If the number region could not be covered by a 128 × 128 patch, several patches were used to cover the area in which the void is located. The patches were then used as the input to the proposed model for void filling.

The generated data were then merged without any processing, so void areas were only replaced with the generated data, as shown in Figure 10c. The results indicate that the proposed TTGM effectively learned the topographic structural patterns and inferred the spatial pattern of the DEM data using the neighboring information bordering the voids. The final void filling results are shown in Figure 10d. The results indicate that the generated data are highly consistent with the original data. Moreover, the statistical information for both the original DEM data and the void filling result within the void area shows a very close distribution, as reported in Table 2. All the results indicate that the accuracy of the generated data and the feasibility of this void filling strategy are validated.

Table 2. Statistical information for the original DEM data and void filling result in the void area.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>STD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Original DEM</td>
<td>4090</td>
<td>5537</td>
<td>4928</td>
<td>226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Void filling result</td>
<td>4096</td>
<td>5529</td>
<td>4931</td>
<td>225</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition, we extracted the topographic feature of the DEM to judge the reliability of the repaired DEM data. DEM data can be used to extract topographic factors (e.g., slope and aspect), topographic features (e.g., ridges, valleys, and peaks), and river networks, among other features [45,46]. By analyzing the derived features of the DEM data, we can explore their potential applications.

In this regard, we compared the river networks extracted from the original DEM data and the void filling results. In Figure 11, the drainage lines extracted from the void filling result are displayed in blue, while the red lines denote the reference river network extracted from the original DEM. The extracted river networks are superimposed and displayed. The void pixels are displayed in black. Figure 11a shows that the two river networks are highly consistent in the position of the flow and branches. In order to better compare the extraction results, we provide zoomed views of four subregions in
Figure 11b–e. Overall, the void filling results obtained show extracted hydrological features that are continuous and topologically consistent with the reference river network.

The generated data were then merged without any processing, so void areas were only replaced with the generated data, as shown in Figure 10c. The results indicate that the proposed TTGM effectively learned the topographic structural patterns and inferred the spatial pattern of the DEM data using the neighboring information bordering the voids. The final void filling results are shown in Figure 10d. The results indicate that the generated data are highly consistent with the original data. Moreover, the statistical information for both the original DEM data and the void filling result within the void area shows a very close distribution, as reported in Table 2. All the results indicate that the accuracy of the generated data and the feasibility of this void filling strategy are validated.

Figure 10. Simulated experiment on SRTM-1 data. (a) The original DEM data; (b) test data; (c) generated data patch after being mosaicked; (d) void filling result.

Table 2. Statistical information for the original DEM data and void filling result in the void area.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>STD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Original DEM</td>
<td>4090</td>
<td>5537</td>
<td>4928</td>
<td>226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Void filling result</td>
<td>4096</td>
<td>5529</td>
<td>4931</td>
<td>225</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition, we extracted the topographic feature of the DEM to judge the reliability of the repaired DEM data. DEM data can be used to extract topographic factors (e.g., slope and aspect), topographic features (e.g., ridges, valleys, and peaks), and river networks, among other features [45,46]. By analyzing the derived features of the DEM data, we can explore their potential applications.

In this regard, we compared the river networks extracted from the original DEM data and the void filling results. In Figure 11, the drainage lines extracted from the void filling result are displayed in blue, while the red lines denote the reference river network extracted from the original DEM. The void pixels are displayed in black. Figure 11a shows that the two river networks are highly consistent in the position of the flow and branches. In order to better compare the extraction results, we provide zoomed views of four subregions in Figure 11 b, c, d, e. Overall, the void filling results obtained show extracted hydrological features that are continuous and topologically consistent with the reference river network.

Figure 11. Comparison of river networks. (a) The extraction results of the original DEM data and void filling result; (b–e) zoomed views of the four subregions.
3.3. Comparison with Interpolation Methods

The voids in DEM data can be partly filled and reconstructed by combining the multi-source elevation information [47, 48]. However, obtaining a reliable information source for significantly rugged topography is difficult. For those areas, interpolation algorithms are commonly used to fill the voids. In this section, we compare our method with three classical algorithms, namely, kriging, spline, and IDW.

The interpolation algorithms were implemented using the 3D analyst module in ArcGIS Toolbox (Esri, Redlands, USA) with all the parameters set to default values. To fully validate the effectiveness of the proposed method in the general cases, several tests were conducted with DEM tiles randomly selected all over the globe, and artificial voids were added to simulate test data, as shown in Figure 12. The accuracy curves of the six DEM tiles are shown in Figure 13. The curves of the MAE and RMSE show the similar trends, and the green curves that represent results of the proposed method contain the highest accuracy.

![Figure 12](image_url)

**Figure 12.** Simulate voids in SRTM-1 data. (a–f) Six DEM tiles selected from all over the globe.

As shown in Figure 14a, the tile numbered N35_E072 (Figure 14a) and its simulated test data (Figure 14b) were selected for further illustration of the performance of these methods. There were 480 voids in the test data, with a total number of 374,486 pixels within the void areas. Table 3 shows the accuracy statistics of the void filling results, and the visual results are shown in Figure 14c–f. For a better comparison of the results, we provide zoomed views within the red rectangular region in Figure 15.
containing 17131 missing pixels; thus, the RMSE and SD of the results are relatively high. The spline interpolation algorithm has better statistics than IDW and kriging, the visual results (Figure 15c–e) obtained much better results than all three interpolation methods. Although the result of the spline interpolation algorithm adapts to small and medium-sized voids in dissected terrain and high altitude, while the kriging and inverse distance weighting interpolation algorithms are more suitable for large voids in flat areas. Overall, the interpolation methods were not capable of dealing with the large voids in the experiments, in which only limited neighboring spatial information was involved.

For large voids in flat areas, the proposed method applies deep learning to learn the statistical structural pattern from terrain data collected at a global scale and thus obtains good visual results in cases with voids in rugged regions.

As shown in Figure 14a, the tile numbered N35_E072 (Figure 14a) and its simulated test data (Figure 14b) were selected for further illustration of the performance of these methods. There were 480 voids in the test data, with a total number of 374,486 pixels within the void areas. Table 3 shows the accuracy statistics of the void filling results, and the visual results are shown in Figure 14c–f. For (Figure 14a) the tile numbered N35_E072.

Table 3. Quantitative results of kriging, spline, and IDW, and the proposed method for filling the voids in the tile numbered ‘N35_E072’.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Kriging</th>
<th>Spline</th>
<th>IDW</th>
<th>Ours</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ME</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>−0.46</td>
<td>−0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>77.42</td>
<td>59.51</td>
<td>76.44</td>
<td>54.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAE</td>
<td>45.84</td>
<td>35.52</td>
<td>46.41</td>
<td>29.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSE</td>
<td>77.42</td>
<td>59.51</td>
<td>76.44</td>
<td>54.29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.4 Real-Data Experiments

This section presents real-data experiments that were conducted to further verify the proposed method. Given that the spline method outperformed the other two interpolation methods in Section 3.3, we only compared our method with spline in the real-data experiments. The qualitative results are given in Figure 16, in which the two rows represent a set of real-data experiments. In terms of the overall visual perspective of the void filling results, both methods successfully filled the voids in the DEM data. More detailed visual results within the red and green rectangular regions are displayed in the lower-right corner of each image. It is clear that the void filling result of spline interpolation tends to be excessively smooth. On the contrary, the proposed method can make full use of the existing information in the void data and produce data with terrain textures. However, because of the lack of ideal reference data for quantitative evaluation, statistical results cannot be provided. Good visual results do not necessarily translate to higher quantitative results; thus, we aim to further improve our method to obtain reconstruction results with higher vertical accuracy.

Figure 15. Zoomed displays of the red rectangular region in Figure 14. (a) The original DEM data, (b) simulated test data; (c–f) the void filling results of Kriging, Spline, IDW, and the proposed method.

Combined with the visual and quantitative results, it is obvious that the proposed method obtained much better results than all three interpolation methods. Although the result of the spline interpolation algorithm has better statistics than IDW and kriging, the visual results (Figure 15c–e) show that it is over-smooth, so it lost most of the effective terrain information within the void regions. Furthermore, 20% of the voids contain more than 1000 missing pixels, with the largest voids containing 17131 missing pixels; thus, the RMSE and SD of the results are relatively high. The spline interpolation algorithm adapts to small and medium-sized voids in dissected terrain and high altitude, while the kriging and inverse distance weighting interpolation algorithms are more suitable for large voids in flat areas. Overall, the interpolation methods were not capable of dealing with the large voids in the experiments, in which only limited neighboring spatial information was involved. The proposed method applies deep learning to learn the statistical structural pattern from terrain data collected at a global scale and thus obtains good visual results in cases with voids in rugged regions.

3.4. Real-Data Experiments

This section presents real-data experiments that were conducted to further verify the proposed method. Given that the spline method outperformed the other two interpolation methods in Section 3.3, we only compared our method with spline in the real-data experiments. The qualitative results are given in Figure 16, in which the two rows represent a set of real-data experiments. In terms of the overall visual perspective of the void filling results, both methods successfully filled the voids in the DEM data. More detailed visual results within the red and green rectangular regions are displayed in the lower-right corner of each image. It is clear that the void filling result of spline interpolation tends to be excessively smooth. On the contrary, the proposed method can make full use of the existing information in the void data and produce data with terrain textures. However, because of the lack of ideal reference data for quantitative evaluation, statistical results cannot be provided. Good visual results do not necessarily translate to higher quantitative results; thus, we aim to further improve our method to obtain reconstruction results with higher vertical accuracy.
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Figure 16. Real-data experiments. (a)–(c) are the partial results of data tile N29E086, and (d)–(f) are the results of data tile S21W065. From left to right: void data, void filling result from the spline method, and void filling result from our proposed method.

4. Discussions

4.1. Evaluation of the Void Filling Method with Respect to Input

In this study, the proposed TTGM was trained on a large number of samples, which were constructed with elevation, slope, and RDLS, to learn the texture structure in the DEM and generate data with terrain texture features. To evaluate the influence of incorporating the topographic information on the performance of our proposed method, we trained two models with and without the slope and RDLS, referred to as TTGM-D and TTGM-DSR, respectively. The models were employed to fill the test data with real and center-type voids, and the accuracy evaluation results are compared in Table 4. The metrics indicate that TTGM-DSR performed better in the simulation experiments, in which MAE and RMSE mainly reflect the vertical accuracy and SSIM corresponds to the structural similarity.

Table 4. Comparison of quantitative results of TTGM-D and TTGM-DSR.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Void Type</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>ME</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>MAE</th>
<th>RMSE</th>
<th>SSIM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Real</td>
<td>TTGM-D</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>18.58</td>
<td>14.75</td>
<td>20.67</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TTGM-DSR</td>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>18.42</td>
<td>14.85</td>
<td>19.78</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Center</td>
<td>TTGM-D</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>27.53</td>
<td>23.35</td>
<td>29.55</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TTGM-DSR</td>
<td>-2.98</td>
<td>26.51</td>
<td>21.39</td>
<td>28.14</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mini-batches of the original DEM and the data generated by TTGM-DSR and TTGM-D are displayed in Figure 17 for visual comparison. The generated DEM data are generally similar to the original data. The apparent differences between the results obtained by the two models can be observed in the red rectangular regions. It can be seen that TTGM-D generated some false terrain textures that
are quite different from the original DEM data, while the terrain structural patterns resulting from TTGM-DSR are similar to those in the original DEM data as a whole. The qualitative and quantitative results prove that the addition of auxiliary data has a certain enhancement effect on the ability of the model to learn the terrain textures in DEM data.

![Visual comparison of generated DEM patches.](image)

**Figure 17.** Visual comparison of generated DEM patches. (a) The original DEM data; (b) TTGM-D; (c) TTGM-DSR.

### 4.2. Validation of the Model’s Ability to Simulate Terrain Texture in the DEM

The ability of our model to generate data with terrain texture information was demonstrated by applying the model to mini-batches of DEM data with different types of voids that were chosen from the test dataset. We invoked the generator every 50 iterations during the void filling process, inputted the test data into the generator, and calculated the values of MAE and SSIM to compare the output texture-like DEM patches and the original DEM data. The evolution of model generations can be identified in the plots of Figure 18, in which the green error curve refers to MAE, and the blue curve refers to SSIM.

![Generation process based on the test data with four different types of voids.](image)

**Figure 18.** Generation process based on the test data with four different types of voids.
As indicated in Figure 18, the curves in the four plots all have similar trends, and all of them achieve the convergent status by the end of the generation. If we take the result in the first plot as an example, it is obvious that the first 50 iterations experience a sharp decrease in the value of MAE. However, after that, the value of MAE decreases slowly and levels off at around 20 m. The trend of the blue curve is the opposite of that of the green curve, and the value of SSIM reaches around 0.9 in the final generation.

A comprehensible visualization of the evolution of the generated DEM patches regarding visual fidelity is shown in Figure 19. We enumerated the generated data by iterations (1, 50, 100, 500, and 1000) between the original DEM data and the input void data as an example. It is obvious that the data generated by the generator are cluttered at the very beginning. After 50 iterations, coarse terrain structural patterns can be seen in the generated results. Then, as the number of iterations increases, the loss function constrains the generation of images during backpropagation, while terrain details such as peaks and valleys begin to appear during the evolution. By iteration 1000, high-quality generated DEM data, which are almost visually indistinguishable from the original DEM data, are obtained.

Moreover, as shown in the second row of the results, there is a slight difference in the structure of the peaks between the generated data and original DEM data because it is difficult for the model to effectively use the information around us to accurately fill such a large void in the center. Comparatively, the void ratios in the test data in the third and fourth rows are above 70%, and the generated DEM patches have better visual fidelity. Although the void area ratio is large, the effective pixels are distributed throughout the image. In those cases, the proposed model can generate data with better terrain structural patterns. Overall, the model performs well on test data with four types of voids. These results prove that our model is capable of simulating the terrain spatial texture features of the DEM and is not generating data by simply memorizing training samples.

4.3. Influence of Terrain Factors on Generated Images

The relief and slope are topographic factors that reflect changes in terrain. In this section, we study the influences of these terrain factors on the quality of the generated data. A batch of 200 $128 \times 128$
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**Figure 20.** The relationships between (a) RDLS and MAE, (b) slope and MAE.

### 5. Conclusions
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